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are really worth!. of merit. Yip also modifies Wade-Giles at points, and then for the novice it
can become almost impossible to knoiv h o u to pronounce \vord- unless one sees the characters.
I suggest using pinyin for all termino1og)- and for cultural personages whosc bodv of rvork is
primarily in Chinese and not English. The sole exception to this usage would be Hou Hsiaohsicn himself. I ~vouldprefer HOLIXiaoxian, so that those tvho know pinyin at least would
know holy to pronounce his name, but 1vit11 his production company tiH1 I and near I~.gend'ir\.
st'itus no\\. at int~hrnationalfilm lesti\.als, that's one genie that i, not going back in the bottle.
Finally, revision ot di..;ertation into ,i book must be carricd out c.iretully and must he
ovcrscen b!. a competent tditor. 1hi5 book clearly reflects ~vorkthat w , ~ snot done in thc middle
of the first decade of the hvcnty-first century. It was done in thc early-mid 1990s. All of the
various insights reflecting this facZ are too subtle and ubiquitous to point out non., but I have
implied some of them above. Here, let me a d d only one set of concrete examples: the use of the
term "recently" to reter to scholarship and cultural events. Yip refers to the publication of Rey
Clioiv's book Prirsitirt7Possio~lsas a "reccnt" publication (170), evcn though it was published in
1995, twelve years ago. She refers to Hou's "more recent Gond6yr South, Gooribyt~"(227) even
though it was released more than a decade ago. She even states that "analysis of the [February
28thI uprising has recently been published in English" (286), a reference to Lai, Myers and
Wci's 199 1 book on the subject. There arc other such references in the book as well. One such
instance ~zrouldbe a slip of the pen. A nvholcslew of them 'are a clear indication of "the tip of
the iceberg": this book \\,as in dire need of updating, and revision and editing, prior to
publication. Had this been done, it could have been much better than it is.
Christopher Lupke
Washingion State Univcrsih

nlc s116tlcRei~ollrlior~:
Poets qf t t i t "Old Sd~ools"duritrg Llztr Qirq orid Early Rql~lblicarzClzil~o,by
JOII Eugene von Kowallis. Berkeley: University of California, Institute of East Asian Studies,
2006. China Rcsearch Xlonographs no. 60 viii. 299 pp. S19.95 (paperback).
One of thc most fascinating ~ s s u e in
s the stud! of modem Chnese poetry is the question of
thc relationship between anclcnt 'and modern poetry, Chinese tradition and foreign literature
And one of the problematics that best cr,stallizes these aspects is the question of rvhat should
be understood by the term literary ' modemit)-," J\ hen and under tvhat circn~mst~inces
it
appears. 'ind I\ hether it has to be seen as "nati\ e." "imported." transfomied" or translated."
It was once common to see modernit\ in non-Western cultures as .I reaction to. or as a more or
less "nationalized" a~sirnil~ltion01 Western presence or discourses be they ~mposed or
roluntanl!. assumed. Such was the c~iseIn Chinese literary studies, and partic~tlarl\in research
on China's xi11-ht or Net\- Poetr, (that is from 1917 onwards): "modernity" in modem Ch~nese
poetry I\-as attnbuted to translat~onsand "imitations" of LYestem modernist poem-. And for
Chinese writers and poets, it \$-aseveti Inore important for the ideological claim o! a "modem"
identi9 to ins~ston a cla~mof radical netvness (even if the conscious relationship to traditional
poet?. of some renot\-ned modern poets w-ns acknowledged trom the beginning). l i e r e has
been a general shift, however m the \\-a! \$-e cons~der' m o d e m l h " In non-\Vestem w-orlds:
thus scholars of Chinese fiction. for example, h a w proposed the notion of alternatiw
.'modernities" In Qing novels, d a t ~ n gfrom prlor to the literature of the blay Fourth era.
"
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Professor Koivallis' book, TIie Sirbtlr Rez~olutiot~,
falls within this critical framework. It
provides the reader with a challenging view on Chinese poetry written in the classical language
at the turning point between the late Qing (i.e., the second half of the 19b century) and
Republican eras (1911-1949), and thus re-examines the usual discourse on Chinese poetic
modernity, bringing it out of politically-based delimitations (all poetry before 1917 being
deemed not "modern"). The book is structured around the presentation of the representative
figures of the "Old Schools" of late Qing poetry - such as IVang Kaiyun (1833-1916), Fan
Gngxiang (1846-1931) and Chen Sanli (1852-1937) - labeled by the author as representative of
"
Allusionist" and "To~lg-Guc~~g"
styles. In fact, some of these
the " ~ e o - ~ n c i e n t ,"Late-Qing
designations are slightly different from traditional ones, rvhich tended to delineate too
exclusively the different poetical trends of the Late Qing according to the "specinlizcd"
inspirations from Wei, Jin, Tang or Song masters. As the author shows, these strict limitations
d o not accord with the actual practice of late Qing poets, literary influences at the time being
more nidespread than what the traditional categories would imply. The book is a rich
introduction to latc Qing classical poetry, thanks to the author's clear-headed and solid
erudition, providing the reader not only with a critical presentation of previous shtdies on the
subject and factual knowledge concerning individual poets and the contemporaneous literary
history, but also with annotated translations and perceptive readings to accompany them. With
respect to its scholarly contribution to the study of Qing poetry, TIltvSirbtle Rer+oliitiot~
could
already claim to be an important work that fills a gap in Westemsinology.
But the book also builds bridges between periods rvluch have long been considered
discrete, and as such, the question of "modernity" it addresses is crucial: Professor Ko\rallis
demonstrates that Chinese "old-style" poets were able, before the introduction of Western
modernist poetry, to find within their own classical tradition resources to express, think and
imagine the modern situation of crisis they were facing - what is meant by the term "subtle
re\.olutionU (p. 7). This book is thus not only the occasion to illustrate the different "schools" of
late Qing poetry: through his close textual readings, the author gives the reader convincing
examples of literary "modernih" in late Qing traditional poetry. Let us notice, for example, the
iollo\\.ing aspects emphasized by the author and I\-hich may define a certain "modernih": the
sense of anguish and expression of existential crisis that accompanies the breakdown of the
traditional order ( p p 10, 88, 228); a sense of "ironic distance" (pp. 125, 240); a new way of
dealing with traditional imager).; tlic predominance of "feelings" over "plot" (pp. 26, 199); a
shift in reflections on the role of literature (p. 143); an inisgery for the state of the country which
seems to foreshadow recurrent themes in later literature (such as the boat or the "ghostly"
images, pp. 69, 151, 208, 229-30); the problematic of the role of the intellectual in China (p. 182);
change in gender representations (p. 123); and the romantic persona some of these poets ~vould
assume (p. la),
which prefigures what would later become fashionable in the hlay Fourtli era.
T ~ L I all
S , the "modc~.n"aspects we so far have assumed were to be found only in the "modem"
literature follo\\.ing the "Literar!. lievolution" (that is, the literature tvrittrn in the so-c,lllcd
\,ern.lcular Chincsc aiter the end oi the Empire), inay be tound in 1,lte Qing classical poetry,
rt.\.t..lling far gre,lter similaritic5 bct\vcrn thcsc tt\?olitera? periods than had heretotore bec.11
imagined. And this is precisely what the author suggests in places including, for example, his
comparisons behveen certain Qing poets and modern writers such as Lu Xuui (pp. 67, 143). IIe
even proposes quite provocatively Lo see a higher degree of "modernity" in some of thcsc late
Qing poems than in a number of those that followed (p. 152).
As long as we understood Chinese poetical modernity as being initiated only in the
Republican era, we were accustomed to reading it primarily from the perspective of \.Vestern
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modernist poetly: instead, Kowallis radically modifies this standard vision, by suggesting
siniilarities between late Qing modernity and Western modernist poets (such as Eliot and
Pound). whose works could not have been known to the late Qing n7riters(pp. 199, 201-2): This
is a strong argument for definitively assinulating into our approach to both Chinese and
\Vesterr1 litercit~lrej
the "interliterL~r!."\.ielvpnint \vhicli Professor Ko~vallisspeaks about at t l ~ e
end ot Iiis book (p. 245), that is, to abandon a unilateral 'mci \%'estern-oriented perspc.cti\.e. This
rerradiiig ot modernity ivouid also call tor a h ~ r t h e rexamination 01 Lhc concrete relationship
beti\.eeii late Qing modernity in p,wtisular and that of the New Poetry - th'lt is, morc ~ e r ~ c r a l l ~ .
the question of the role and influence of traditional p o e q on the "modem" literature (after all,
as the author tells LS, some "old-style" poets were still being read during the Rep~tblicanera).
But, of course, it \vould probably be impossible and indeed meaningless to search for one
unique and clearly definable fount of modemit)., which by the 20Lhcentury could n o longer be
said to be either purely traditional or 100% Western.
Another important aspect the author identifies is the more general question of what might
be called the "plasticity" of classical Chinese. He invites us to see poetic expression in classical
Chinese, even in contemporary China, as a spontaneous
significant means of expression
t.o\\rard \\.hi& the Chinese still naturally turn, particxlarly in times of intense emotion
produced by situations of collective crisis (pp. 230-1): he would thus suggest that classical
poetry continues to be an artistic medium which holds the capacity to change ;tnd to remain
"n1odcn1."
And last but not least, the book, written in a concisc and plain style that avoids the kind of
obscurities that a subject concerning issues.of "modernity" might induce, also provides the
reader with a helpful critical bibliography on late Qing poetry, a copious index, as well as
original Chinese texts for all the translated poems.
Obviously t l ~ emahlre fruit of a long interrogation, Professor Ko\.r:allis' book is destined to
represent a landmark that ill ope11 up new perspectives in the study of modem poetry, and
will certainly become required reading for the comprehension of Chinese poetrjr as a \\-l~ole,
that is, both traditional ntid modem.
Victor Vuilleumier
University of Gene\-a, Switzerland

Thp Subtle R m o l u t b ~ Poets
:
oftlie "Old Scilools" d~rriilgLiltp @itis ntld EnrIy Rqrrblicnir Chiiin by Jon
Ko~valiis.Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, Universit\. of California, Berkeley, 2006.
Pp.vii < u ~299.
d

Jon Kowallis's new book, The Sl~brIeRevolrrtio11:Poets of tlw "Old Shools" ~ilrrirl~
Lnte Qitig
atid Early Rq~trblicnnCllitin, is a significant contribution to the ongoing dialogue and critical
analyses on the complex relationslup between literary tradition and modemit).. In modem
China, literary criticism has consistently reinforced the predominance of the vernacular and its
significance as a paradigm. With few exceptions, such as Qian Jibo's ggR Modt~ril Chiizese
Literrtry Hil--ti~r!j(Xinndni Zhotlgglro icelimit shi gR1+/3jtcift!+&, Shijie S h ~ ~ j u1933),
,
post-1920
scholarship has sidelined or omitted fro111 discussion in literary history all writers of genres
associated ~vitlithe so-called "old" literature or simply included them as antithetical models or
reactionary influences that serve to accentuate the supremaqr of the New Literature and its
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ultimate triumph. The m ~ l t i f ~ ~ r i and
o u s contending forces active in shaping the discourse on
modem literature during the late Qing and early Republican eras were repressively denied or
underrepresented by literary historians and the state-censored educational materials of the
latter half of the twentieth century. In recent years, some scholars of literature and intellectual
history, in both the Chinese- and English-speaking worlds, have started to question the
ideologically charged grand narratives of the May Fourth discourse and made serious efforts to
till in these critical blind spots. The enthusiasm for late Qing fiction has led to the publication of
substantial critical works, which have significantly enriched our understanding of the narrative
form of this period and its relationship to the development of mod en^ literature. Howe\fcr, the
question remains: What happened to poetry, the time-honored, prestigious nativc genre?
Focusing on the classical-style poetry of the era, Jon Ko~vallistackles a similar set of critical
issues and, in doing so, traverses new terrain in the field of modern literature. The introductory
chapter situates his discussion in direct contestation with the hlay Fourth view of the moribund
and inevitable decline of classical poetry in the late Qing era. The body of the book is divided
into three chapters, cach of which deals with a prominent school of poetry and its
representative exponents. These are Wang Kaiyun, Dcng Fulan, and the "Neo-Ancient" School;
Fan Zengxiang, Yi Shunding, and the Latc Qing Allusionists; and Chen Yan, Chcn Sanli, Zheng
Xiaoxu, and the "Tong-Gu'ing Stylc." Most of these poets are being introduced to or
substantially discussed in the English-speaking world for the first time. Although critical
attention on these poets has been growing in recent years, even in China, barring brief mention
they are known only to specialists whose
in the history of classical literature Q~tdinnzocf~x~te),
scholarship and research focus on this particular era. Kowallis's book depicts the world of
poetry as a complex tapestry and persuasively demonstrates that the old poetic form continued
to thrive and hold some sway in the modem world. He points out how mainstream or
established these poets were during the late Qing and the early Republican eras, and further
shows that these poets did not experience any sense of decline in contemporary poetic practice.
They enjoyed popularity in their own time, but have been largely neglected or forgotten in
current literary historiography. This o i course is not to suggest that every poet popular in his
own time will necessarily find a place in literary history, or in the ongoing process of canon
formation. But the marginalization of these poets definitely raises questions about paradigms
and criteria of evaluation in contemporary literary criticism. Were these poets too optimistic or
too blind to perceive h o ~ vantithetical their art form \\?as to modern culture? Or does our
understanding of the literary writings of the era demand substantial revision? Engaging the
i ~ r ~ refutes the May
issue with rich evidence and substantial materials, The S~rbfleR ~ v ~ l l i tsolidly
Fourth "deterministic" vicw of the death of classical language, which "brought about the
'inevitable' rejection of classical (read "native") forms and languages and its substitution with
'modem' texts based on the Western models and written in \ ernacular or spoken language" (p.
I), thus urging u s to drastically rethink this paradigm in modern literature.
In contemporary discussion 01 Chinese literar). moclemit)., major attention has been paid to
the translated, \.enic>cularnarrative lornis, \ \ . l i ~ ~have
h been considered crucial ,ind pri\.~lcgeci
over poetry. Current thenrctic,il d~wussion\ot the iss~lesot modernity and postmodcrnity in
the literary field in the West have dlso tended to glve poetry a rather subordinate role. Lyric
poetry, presumably a timeless, pure, condensed form, offers a greater challenge than d o works
in the vernacular to any historical analysis or discussion of modcmity. Kowallis's effort is
admirable: he not only fills the gap created by the neglect of the study of classical-style p o e t n
and its creators, all kvell-knorvn, popular pocts in thcir own time- thus helping us gain a more
comprehensive picture of the literary writing of the era-but also, more iniportantly, locates the

missing link bcttveen the indigenous poetic form and Chinese literar) modernities. The fact that
traditional forms were valid, and even thriving in the modern context, poses intriguing
questions about the so-called "translated modernity" that valorized rvesternized, vernacular
prose forms.
Ko\vallis's general approach combines a discussion of the historical context with
biographical accounts of the poc'ts' livcs, dctnils ot thcbir inkrpe~.sonalalli.inccs (the master and
disciple relationship in partiml'ir), and their aesthetic 'ind st!*listii relatio~isliip\\,it11tlic poetry
ot the Tang 'ind Song dyn,3stics, 'ilong \\.ith careiul, insightiill csplanations 01 thc inclii,idual
poems. Onc ot the main strengths oi the book lies in the author's reading of the individual
poems. The recurring issue concerning late classical poetry is whether it is truly better than the
canonical poetry of the Tang and Song dynasties. The assumption is that it suffers in
comparison to its predecessors, which justifies the further assuniption that it does not merit a
place in literary history. Questions arise about icho makcs the judgment call or tchether
universal criteria exist to evaluate poetry across different historical times. One reading strategy
that Ko~rallisadopts is, rather than directly confront the issue of the formalistic or aesthetic
changes (or status quo) in the poems themselves, he situates his reading in the "different
(p. 88) in which the poems were created and argues for the validiy of
historical circum~t~ances"
the form from the reader's perspective. Hc posits that, given tlie familiarity of the poems'
allusions, metaphors, atid diction to their intended audience, the poems would have resonated
well among their contemporaries. IdateQing poetry is characterized by allusiveness, drawing as
it does upon the vast resources of literary tradition, which in Hu Shi's view showed merely
hoivevcr, argues that "the question with the late Qing poets
obeisance to the ancient. K~\\~allis,
is not how much or how little they borrowed from the past, rather it is h o ~ veffectively they
spoke, both emotionally and artistically, to their intended readership about the present" (p. 36;
see also p. 30 and p. 138). For instance, in his analysis of Fan Zengxiang's popular song "Caiyun
qu" (The Song of Rainbow Cloud), which is loosely based on the story of Sai Jinhua (186-1-1936,
the well-known courtesan \\rho allegedly used her sexuality to save the nation in 1900),
Kowallis suggests that Fan effectively drew from the poem's generic predecessor, Wu Weiye's
(1609-1672) "Song of Y u q u a n " which describes the love story of the courtesan Yu'anyuan
during tlie Ming-Qing transition, but simultaneously inhsed some original irony into the song.
Because of the layered intertextual relationships among poems by Fan and his predecessors,
Kowallis suggests that "the remarkable way in ~vhiclithis functioned with its intended
readership in Cllina at the turn of the century was to bring about a constant and at times ironic
interplay behveen the nation's past and present" (p. 125). In other words, the later texts are'not
alivays overshadowed by thcir canonical forerunners; rather, they might possibly have turned
the "anxiety of influence" (to borro\v Harold Bloom's term) into a creative force. Ko~vallis
further demonstrates his insight by pointing out the "articulation oi s h o c k (p. 202) and the
sense of alienation (p. 240) in Chen Sanli's poetry, and "a profound sense of loss" (p. 151) in Yi
Shunding's poems, understanding them as a new expression oi modenuty or "subtle
revolution," in his words. His readings show that these poets, like Chen Sanli, continued to
explore the potential of classical language while altering its affective range, thus generating
new energy and import from it. Through contextualized, historically informed readings of these
representative poets and their works, Kotvallis demonstrates the erstwhile poetic fornl "as a
vehicle to articulate a colliplex and sophisticated understanding of, as well as reaction to, the
entry of modernity" (vii).
K ~ w ~ ~ l l i acliievemcnt
s's
in producing Llus study can hardly be overstated. The task
required him to read 'md master many poetry collections, which mostly lack annotations in
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Chinese. l i e has overcome such handicaps to conduct a study that does full justice to this
highly specialized area of scholarship. Given the complexity and the allusive nature of th;
poelr) of the era, the author's excellence in translating their linguistic and thematic intricacies
into fine English is truly admirable. This is clearly a product of years of dedicated work. The
book is also exemplary in that it makes good use of Chinese and Japanese scholarship on late
Qing poetry, thus bringing to critical attention the important Chinese and Japanese poetry
scholars, most of whom remain little known in the English-speaking world. This list includes
Qian Jibo, Qian Zhonglian, Kurata Sadayoshi, Yoshikalva Kojird and others. At the close of the
book, the author also provides an annotated bibliography, which may serve as a useful guide to
further reading and research.
The book covers a lime period spannjng the 1850s, when Wang Kaiyun, along with Deng
Fulun, formed the Orchid Grove Poetry Society, to the 1930s, which prominently featured Chen
Sanli and Zheng Xiaoxu. I couldn't but appreciate the scope of this ambitious work, Kowallis's
argument for this poetry's "entry to modernity" around the mid-nineteenth century, and t h ~ i s
his efforts to push the timeline for literary modernity to well before the Poetic Revolution of the
1890s. However, this effort seems motivated by the author's anxiety to find an appropriate
place for Chinese poetry on the map of world literahwe and his reliance upon the implied
critical paradigm, that is, the universal path of literary development leading toward modernity.
Ko~valliscould have further explored how the experience of the indigenous genres enriches or
contradicts our current understanding of literary modernity. Greater specificity about historical
contingencies would have clarified how the individual poets' writing styles, poetic theories,
and the p o e t n schools themselves changed during the last several decades of the Qing dynasty.
Many issues came into play throughout this tumultuous historical period. Even for a work as
ell researched and thoughtfully put together a s this one, it is difticult to entirely d o justice to
specific historical moments in relation to political and cultural changes and their impact on
literary trends. For instance, locating poetic modernity of Wang Kaiyun's work in the middle of
the nineteenth century involves exploring difierent sets of issues about the continued practice
of classical-style lyricism in the Republican era, when the apparent "health" of the genre was in
evident contradiction to the h4ay Fourth contention that it was a doomed art form. In this sense,
this ambitious study may have stretched its historical period of focus a bit too long to allow full
analysis of all the temporal problems with which it attempts to engage.
However, to invoke a Chinese idiom, minor flalvs cannot obscure the splendor of the jade
stone. This remarkable book is certain to remind contemporary scholars that Chinese dassicalstyle poetry did not end with the May Fourth era, and to promote recognition of this poetic
form's relationship to the theories of modernity and the process of modernization.
Shengqing Wu
h1esleyan Universih
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The Entrrging Lesbian: Fctrlale Sn~rle-sex Deslre ill 1b10dt.n~China, by Tze-Ian Sang. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2003. Pp. xii + 380. 1 1 Illustrations. $17.00 (paper).
n : e Ernergir~gLesbiall: Female Some-Sex De.cirp it1 Modertl Chitla is the first book-length study
on female homoeroticism from late imperial China to the present day. Not only does the book
provide insights into the discursi~etheorization of homosexuality in the May Fourth era and
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